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Abstract

We consider a real-valued function r = M(t) on the real axis, such that
M(t) < 0 far t < O. Under appropriate assumptions on M, the pull-back oper
ator M* gives rise to a transform of Sobolev spaces W"p( -00,0) that restricts
to a transform of W"P( -00,00). We construct a bounded linear extension op
erator WJ,P( -00,0) -+- W',P( -00,00), commuting with this transform.
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1 Motivation

As described in Schulze [8], Sobolev embedding theorems may be treated in the
framework of pseudodifferential operators with operator-valued symbols whose def
inition is based on the "twisted" homogeneity.

In particular, consider the strongly continuous group action (K:>.hE(O,oo) on a

space L = H"(IR_), s E IR, given by K>.U (t) = AtU(At). Obviously, K),. acts continu
ously also on V = H"(IR). It is easy to verify that

W"(IRq, H"(R_)) = H"(IR~+l),

W"(IRq,H"(IR)) = H"(IRq+l),

where W" (lR.q , L) is defined to be the completion of C:mp (IRq, L) with respect to
1

the norm 11 U11 = (IRq (17 )2" 11 K{TI} FYI-+1/U111ß77) 2", F being the Fourier transform. Each
continuous linear extension operator T : H"(R_) ----? H"(IR) commuting with K:),.

gives rise to a constant operator-valued symbol a(y ,1J) in S~ (T* (lR.q ) , .c(L ----? V))
simply by a(y, Tl) = T. The symbol space in quest ion is defined on the base of the
group action K:>., so that a(y,1]) satisfies

JI K:~)D: D~a(y, 1] )K:(1/) 11 C(L-V) ~ C (1]) -IßI

for a11 multi-indices a and ß, uniformly in y on compact subsets of IRq and 77 E IRq.
Then, the corresponding pseudodifferential operator op(a)u = F1J:2.JJa(y,1])Fy>,-+'f/u
extends to a continuous mapping of W"(Rq, L) -+ W"(IRq, V). Moreover, it is an
extension operator of H"(IR:+1

) -+ H"(IRq+l), for if R : H"(IR) -+ H"(lR._) is the
restriction mapping, then op(R) is the restriction operator of H"(IRq+l) -+ H"(lR.:+1

)

and

op(R) op(a) = op(RT)

= 1

on H"(IR:+1
). This operator-valued boundary symbol is of particular interest in

Bautet de Monvel's algebra (cf. ibid., Subsection 4.2.2).
With this as our starting point, we are looking in this paper for a bounded

extension operator of H"(IR_) -+ H"(IR) commuting with a general transform of
these spaces.

2 Statement of the main result

For s E Z+, 1 ~ p ~ 00 and -00 ~ a < b~ 00, let W",P(a, b) stand for the Sobolev
space of a11 functions / E LP(a, b) having weak derivatives /(,,) of order s on (a, b),
such that

11fIIWI,p(a,b) = lIfllLP(a,b) + Ilf(")lILP(a,b) < 00.

It is we11-known (see Nikol'skii [NI], Babich [B]) that there exists a bounded
linear extension operator

T: W",P( -00,0) ----? W",P( -00,00) (2.1 )
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(i.e., (T f)(t) = f(t) if t < 0). It can be constructed in the following way: for t > 0,

~

(T fHt) = E Cij f( -ßjt),
j=l

where ßj are arbitrary distinct positive numbers and Ci; are defined by

(2.2)

~

L:: Cij (_ßj)i = 1,
;=1

i = 0,1, ... , s - 1.

(This construction was first used in Hestenes [H].)
Denote by K a dilation transform of the type

(~f)(t) = A f(J\t), t E (-(X), (X»),

where A and A are positive numbers. Then the extension operator T defined by
(2.2) commutes with IC

TI\, = KT. (2.3)

(Note that in the left side K is considered as an operator acting from w~,P( -(X), 0)
to w~,P(-00,0), while in the right side it is considered as an operator acting {rom
W",P( -00, (X») to W",P( -00,00).)

Below we consider a more general transform K defined by

(Kf)(t) = Af(M(t)), xE (-00,00), (2.4)

where A is a positive number and M a function satisfying appropriate conditions.
We construct a bounded linear extension operator commuting with this transform.

Theorem 2.1 Suppose 8 E Z+, 1 :$ p :$ 00, and K is a transform dejined by
(2.4), where A > °and M satisjie8 the Jollowing conditions:

1) M E Ctoc( - (X) , 00) and all derivatives M(i), i = 1, ... , s, are bounded;
2) M is odd;
3) M(t) > 0 for all t E (0,00);
4) there exists c > 0 such that M'(t) > cfort E (-(X), (X»), moreover, M'(O) "# 1,-
5) M"(O) = ... = M(,,-l)(O) = O.
Then, there exists a bounded linear extension operator (2.1) satisfying (2.3).

3 Proof

1° For JE W",P(-(X),O), we set f-(t) = f(-t) and

"
(T f)(t) = E aj (K j f-)(t),

j=l

where aj, j = 1, ... ,s, are defined by

t> 0,

~

L Ci; Aj (M' (0))ij = (-1) i ,

j=l

i = 0, 1, ... , s - 1. (3.1)
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We note that, since M'(O) =J 1, the determinant of this system with respect to the
variables Oj Aj, being a Van-der-Mond determinant, is not equal to O.

Put
Mj(t) = M(·· . (M(t))· .. ).--.....-

j

Then
6

(T I)(t) = I: Clj Aj I( -Mj(t)),
j=1

t > O.

As by condition 3) Mj(t) > 0 for t > 0, the value (T /)(t) is well-defined.
2° Suppose / E W6,P( -00,0). In order to prove that T / E W6,P( -00,00) it is

enough to prove that TI E W 6 ,P(0, 00) and

i=O,I, ... ,I-I, (3.2)

where /(1)(0-) and (T /)(1)(0+) are boundary values of I(i) and (T I)(i) respectively
(see for instance Nikol'skii [N2], Triebel [Tl).

3° Since / E W 6 ,P( -00,0), it is equivalent to a function F defined on (-00,0]'
such that tbe ordinary derivatives F(i), i = 1, ... ,s - 1, exist on (-00,0] and F(6-1)
is absolutely continuous on [a, 0] for each a < 0. Moreover, /(1)(0-) = F(i)(O) for i =
1, ... ,s -1. We note also that the ordinary derivative F(s) exists almost everywhere
on (-00,0) and is equivalent to tbe weak derivative 1(6). (See for example Nikol'skii
[N2].)

It follows that T /, defined on (0,00), is equivalent to T F, defined on [0,00),
the ordinary derivatives (TF)(i), i = 1, ... ,s - 1, exist on [0,00) and (TF)(s-l) is
absolutely continuous on [0, b] for eacb b > 0. The latter is due to the fact tbat the
functions M j are absolutely continuous and monotonie. Consequently, the ordinary
derivative (TF)(6) exists almost everywhere on (0,00), is equivalent to tbe weak
derivative (T1)(6) and

IIT /llws,p(o,oo) = IITFIILP(O,oo) + II(TF)(6)IILP(o,oo)'

Moreover, condition (3.2) is equivalent to

(3.3)

i=O,I, ... ,I-l. (3.4)

4° Our next observation is that, for i = 1, ... , sand t 2 0, we have

(F( -Mj(t)))(i) = (_I)i F(i)( -Mj(t)) (M'(Mj-l (t))M'(Mj_2(t)) . .. M'(t))i
i-I

+L F(k)( -Mj(t)) Ai,k(t),
};;:;;;1

where Ai,k are linear combinations of products of some natural powers of derivatives
M(l)(Mm(t)), where 0 :::; m :::; j - 1 and 1 :::; I 6 i - k + 1. Tbis equality is valid
everywbere on [0,00), if i < 5, and almost everywhere, if i = s.
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It is worth pointing out that every summand in Ai,k contains as a factor at
least one derivative of M of order greater than 1. Consequently, we can assert, by
conditions 2) and 5), that

(F(-Mj(t)))(i) It=o = (_l)i (M'(O))ij F(i)(O)

für all i = 0,1, ... , S - 1. Hence it füllüws that

(3.5)

for i = 0, 1, ... , 8 - 1.
Müreüver, since the derivatives M(1), ... , M(&) are bounded, there exists a con

stant Cl > 0 such that

I

I(F(-Mj(t)))(i)1 ::; Cl L IF(k)(-Mj(t))1, t 2: 0,
k=l

für i = 1, ... ,8. Thus,

3

I(TF)(t)1 S; C2 L IF( -Mj(t))l, t 2:: 0,
j=l

and
3 i

I(TF)(i)(t)1 ~ C2 L L IP(i)(-Mj(t)) I, t 2:: 0,
j=l k=l

für i = 1, ... ,S, the constant C2 being independent of F.
50 By condition 4), there is a constant C3 > 0 with the property that

Mj(t)2::C3' tE (-00,00),

for j = 1, ... , s. Consequently,

&

IITFIILP(O,oo) ::; C2 L IIF( -Mj(t))IILP(O,oo)
j=1

= C2 ~ (L" lF(rW M;(~~1(7')));
_1 "

< C2Ca P L IIFI1LP(-oo,O)
j=l

C4 IIFIILP(-oo,O)

1

where C4 = C2C;P 8. Similarly,

6

11 (TF)(&) IILP(O,oo) ::; Cs L 11 F(k) IILI'( -00,0)
k=l

(3.6)

(3.7)
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with Cs a constant independent of F.
Now we invoke a well-known result that

I1 F(k) 11 LP( -00,0) :s; Cß (1IFIILP( -00,0) + IIP(") 1I Lp( -00,0)) (3.8)

for all k :s; s, where the constant Cß depends only on s (cf. Nikol'skii [N2]). Thus,
combining (3.3), (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8) yields

IITfllwI,p(o,oo) ~ Cr IlfllwI,P(-OO,O)' (3.9)

where Cr is independent of f.
6° According to (3.5) condition (3.4) and, hence, (3.2) is equivalent to (3.1).

Thus, from what has been said in item 2° it follows that T f E W",P( -00,(0). The
estimate (3.9) now shows that the operator T is bounded.

7° Finally, equality (2.3) is equivalent to

" "L O:j Kj (Kf)- = L G:j Kj+1 f-
j=} j=1

on (0, (0). The latter equality is valid for, by condition 2),

(Kf)-(t) = (A f(M(t)))

- Af(M(-t))

= A f( -M(t))

= (KI_)(t),

which completes the proof.
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